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6911 Marlin Circle, La Palma, CA 90623

(714) 523-8700, Fax (714) 523-3220

465 Series Single Shock supplement

BMW 88-95 R100GS

Upper EyeLower Eye

Please read these instructions completely before starting!

1. Install O-ring over the step on the spacers as shown. Notice
thaton the upper mount (body end), one spacer is wider than the

other. Install the shock with the wide spacer toward the
motorcycle, so it spaces the shock away from the tire. Install the
shock with one spacer inside and one outside the shock as shown,
do this for both top and bottom mounts.

2. Mount the shock, referencing your authorized shop manual,
noting the following important details:Make sure the rebound

adjustment is at the bottom facing outward from the motorcycle
and the pressure valve is facing to the rear. Tighten shock bolts to
the proper torque specifications (refer to your manual).

Caution: The installed spring length must never be set shorter than 7.95".
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